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Self defense seminar held at UMaine on Friday
By .Jennifer Crotty
Staff Writer
Ninety percent of all rape
victims know their attackers.
Deb Torrey, University of
Maine Public,
. Safety officer,
said this is acquaintance or date
rape.
Torrey and Tracy Smith,
president ofTheta Chi fraternity
and a black belt in karate, gave
self defense tips on rape and
other attacks to an audience at
the Memorial Union on Friday,
Oct. 19.
Torrey said the best thing to
do at night is to walk with a
friend, but that when it ,is necessary to walk alone. "Walk
like you know what you're doing, even if you don't." said
Torrey.
It is important for people to
educate
themselves concerning attacks, to think ahead and visualize alternatives. This way,
Torrey said,people will be better
prepared to defend themselves.
Smith agreed.
"It's like going on a trip. If
you pack the night before,
you're going to forget something."
Some ofTorrey's tips included
taking a familiar route home,

telling someone where you are
going and walking in the middle of the sidewalk, not near
buildings or cars.
Torrey said one of the most
common self-defense tactics is
kicking the attacker in the groin.
She suggested a better defense.
"Pull with 10 pounds of pressure, you can pull those jewels
right off," she said.
There are emergency call
boxes all overcampus which go
directly to the police station
when the receivers are picked
up. Torrey said students who
feel in danger should use these
boxes or call the police for a
ride home.
Torrey spoke about the problems with fraternity parties and
rapes. She said most of the
problems at fraternities involve
drinking.
"I don't mean to pick on frats,
but they are our biggest rape
problem on campus," she said.
She recommended going to
parties with at least one other
person, and when leaving the
party, do not leave alone.
Tips for women living alone
included locking doors and
windows,trimming bushes and
shrubs so no one can hide in
them, and leaving out first
names on mailboxes or in the

•
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Tracy Smith (r) gives self-defense instruction to Mike Springer on Friday.(Photo by Scott LeClair)
phone book.
Torrey said women should not
be squeamish about doing what
needs to be done.
"If you're attacked, you have
to make the choice whether
you're going to live or die. This
man is going to kill you or violate you. Don't be afraid to hurt
him," she said.
"If you're in a situation you're

uncomfortable with,just leave."
Smith demonstrated several
techniques victims ,cati.. use in
the event of an attaCk.
He said many instructors teaeti
"from behind" defense, since
many attackers grab their vie-.
finis(Tom behind. Smith feels it
is better to learn"from the front"
defense,so the victim can get to
vital areas and will be able to

identify the attacker.
Smith said vital areas include
the face,the ears, the knees,the
groin and the stomach. He said
common things like pens and
pencils can be used effectively
against attackers.
Smith suggested that people
tet whatever training they can
in self defense methods.

Survey may force new additional campus lighting
By Paul Fick
Staff Writer
The growing concern of rape and sexual assault has made some people feel
unsafe when walking alone through many
parts of campus.
In response to this concern, the UM versity of Maine has commissioned a
professional survey to examine the need
for more lighting on campus.
According to Dave Trefethen, the Associate Director for Engineering Services
and the head of a committee formed to

improve lighting on campus, the survey
will done by Enterprise Engineering of
Brunswick.
The survey will examine existing conditions of UMainc's roadways, walks,
parking lots,and building entrances. The
committee will then decide what steps to
take.
"There has been'a lot of new lighting
installed over the last four or five years,
but after there were still complaints, we
decided to re-activate the committee and
start this project," Trefethen said.
The committee is made up ofTrefet hen,

The road in front of York Hall
will be closed for several weeks
due to the repair of broken steam
lines. An alternate route behind
York Hall has been established.

.• 4,••••.N. -

Charlie Chandler of the Department of
Public Safety, Barbara Smith of Residential Life, Martha Eastman of Cutler
Health Center, and Ralph Rowe, the
electrical supervisor of Facilities Management. According to William Liighlin. Investigator at the Departnient of
Public Safety,the committee watformed
specifically as result of concerns expressed by students and faculty.
"A few years back, some serious concerns developed in regards to how safe
the campus was to walk around at night,
and a corn--;•,..e was formed to look into

Weather
Today: clo'irlin7 up ww,
scattere
highs'.

Tuesday: cloudy with a
30 percent chance of
showers, highs in the
50s.

it," Laughlin said.
According to Trefethen,the committee
ivas re-activated in January 1990 and
Enterprise Engineering was selected as a
consultant in June 1990.
"Hopefully,the survey will be finished
within the next month, and then we'll
decide what needs to be done'Trefethen
said. "As of now, fix campus is pretty
well lit;.there are actually areas that are
over-lit.
,"However, there are still some unsafe
areas that need to be taken care of," he
said.

World
Central lptelligence
Agency chief praises East
German government for
providing U.S. with vital
. information.
See story on page 5.
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Pappas resigns, Vanderweide
named interim editor

AMRITSAR, India (AP) - Gunmen on
Sunday assassinated a moderate Sikh politician in an ambush near his farm in Punjab
state, where Sikh militants are fighting for
independence from India. police said.
Police said Shishpal Singh,a former state
cabinet minister and (our-term legislator,
was killed instantly in gunfire from five or
six weapons.
The attackers,hiding in a sugar c4ne field,
fired on Singh's car as it left the farm,seven
miles north of the state capital of Amritsar,
said police Superintendent P.S. Gill. Singh's
bodyguard, who was in the back seat, returned fire, but the gunmen escaped.

a more efficient layout system and
produces cleaner copy than Compugraphics.
A fax machine and pagers for the
The editor's chair has someone new
editors were also purchased to bring
sitting in it,and there will be more changthe Campus into the 90's.
es than just the name in the masthead.
Pappas will remain in charge of proSteven Pappas, editor of the Maine
ductio
n and said that he will be writing
Campus, resigned on Oct. 18 and has
more
stories
for the Campus.
been succeeded by assistant editor Doug
Vande
rweid
e, a senior broadcast
Vanderweide.
news major, has held numerous editor
"Regretfully,I had to leave the newspapositions, including city editor and
per stemming from problems with my
photo editor.
family at home," he said.
BAABDA,Lebanon(AP)- Gunmen burst
His management style will be differPappas gave his resignation to the
into the home of a top supporter of Chrisent from earlier editors,he said."I tend
University of Maine Publications Comtian Gen. Michel Aoun Sunday and shot
to be more proactive. Rather than wait
mittee last Thursday.
him, his wife and two sons to death, police
for things to happen and do something
The committee is the publisher of the
said. Only an 11-month-old girl survived.
about them!try to make things happen
Campus and chooses the editor position.
The daybreak massacre ofDany Chamoun
the way I want them to."
It oversees other student student publicaand his family in their suburban Beirut
"You're going to see a very different •apartment came
tions like the Prism and the Maine Rea week after a Syrian and
attitud
e in the way the newspaper is
view.
Lebanese government troops crushed
approached.The readers should be able
Vanderweide, with the strong endorseAoun's mutiny in Lebanon's Christian emir
to see a tangible difference," he said.
ment of Pappas, was chosen as interim
cave.
Vanderweide said that he also wants
No group immediately claimett'responsieditor by the committee.
to be available to the UMaine commubility for the slayings, which were branded
Pappas, a senior journalism-French
nity. "I'm more than willing to talk to
by Christian and Moslem leaders alike as
double major was also editor of the
an attempt to block a plan to end the 15inybody about anything," he said.
Campus during the spring semester last
year-old civil war.
"I invite anybody in this community
year. As editor he oversaw many modwho has concerns or otherwise wants
ernizations in the production and news
A U.S. destroyer on Sunday was tracking
to talk with me or wants to work at the
departments.
an Iraqi vessel in the Persian gulf that
paper to come on down during busiThe Campus switched from Compudefied two warning shots and tried to elude
ness
hours
anyti
me that I am around,"
graphics to desktop publishing, which is
U.S. warships, U.S. military offictals in
he said.
Saudi Arabia said.
Pentagon spokesman Lt. Col. Steve Roy
confirmed the incident and said that in
about a dozen cases. U.S. ships have fired
warning shots to enforce U.N. trade sanctions on Iraq.
The U.S. destroyer O'Brien tired two
shots across the bow of the al-Bahr alArabi after the ship did not answer its radio
and ignored commands to stop. Roy said.
The Iraqi vessel was intercepted., and
boarded, then permitted to proceed, Roy
said. U.S. military sources in Dahran.Saudi
Publisher
Arabia said the ship was headed for Aden,
UMaine Student Publication Committee
Yemen and was being tracked by Italian
and U.S. warships.
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
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WASHINGTON(AP)- Harvey gantt isn't
worried about watching a large kid evaporate on Election Day. He doesn't have
one.
Other black candidates have seen their
comfortable cushions vanish at the
lio
, Hs.
But Gantt, the black former m or of
Charlotte, N.C., says his dead-heat race
against Republican Sen. Jesse Helms is
different. lie maintains he's the one with
hidden support among white voters.
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - Enemy planes
and artillery could .not sink the battleship
USS Iowa, but budget tightening and the
costly damage left be a tragic eitplosion are
sending the proud ship back into mothballs.
The decommissioning Friday will be the
third for the Iowa since it sailed into combat
in World War II, and crew members are
looking on the event w ith sadness, says the
•
ship's COITImalider.
•
LONDON (AP) - Fire swept through a
hospital wing early Sunday,destroying five
years of research on muscle disorders and
causing damage estimated at more than $1
million, officials said.
Sixty firefighters prevented the blaze at
the.11ammersmith Hospital in west London

•

t•

from spreading to the wards and the adjacent emergency department.
DHAKA,Bangladesh(AP)- Thousands
of demonstrators held rallies and antigovernment marches Sunday to press
demands for President Hussein Muhammad Ershad to resign and hold elections
under a caretaker government.
Riot police backed by paramilitary
forces were deployed in key points in the
capital, Dhaka, but did not intervene.'
The nationwide demonstrations, which
have been held periodically since Ersliad
assumed power in a bloodless coup in
1982, intensified after eight protestors
were killed in Dhaka in clashes with
police on Oct. 10 and 13.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.(CPS) - An
estimated 200-300 University of New
Mexico students chanted and waved signs
saying "Castrate Sigma Chi" Oct. 5,
protesting a"Mafia Wedding"fraternity
party that featured a skit describing the
"perfect female sex organ."
UNM officials suspended the chapter
after reading in the Daily Lobo,the school
newspaper, that partygoers had been
urged to grab their loins and shout "Feel
the Power" during the skit.
"Things that had been overlooked before, boys-will-be-boys things, are not
okay anymore," Jan Roebuck of UNM's
academic affairs office told demonstrators in front of the Sigma Chi House.
WASHINGTON, D.C.(AP)- Animal
rights activists' break-ins and bombings
at camplus labs across the country are
forcing scientists to halt valuable lab
work, medical researchers said at an Oct.
4 press conference staged by the American Medical Association.
"Computers cannot explain the nature
ofnormal and diseased minds,"contended
D.Torstein Wiesel, a 1981 Nobel Prize
winner.
"Modern biomedical research would
come to halt if researchers no longer had
anjmals available."
Louisiana State University's Dr.
Michael Carey said an animal rights
campaign made him stop a promising
program to learn how to treat brain
injuries.
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Waterfront condominiums were sold for 30 to
40 percent of their original asking prices
in a voluntary auction that underscored
the depth ofsouthern Maine's real estate
slump.
Thirty-two of the 90 units at the $25
million Chandler's Wharf development
went on the block Saturday at an auction
that drew hundreds of bargain hunter
s
and spectators. "
JERUSALEM(AP)— Israel's favorite
detective story took a strange twistSunday
when police identified a suspect in 22
bank robberies as an heir to millions who
allegedly turned to crime to pay off his
debts.
News reports had given the. suspect,
nicknamed"Bikerbank"because he rode
a motorcycle, a Robin Hood image during his 21-month spree.

WASHINGTON (AP)- An increasing
number of states now have laws that
Make it a crime to knowingly expose
another person to the AIDS virus.

•
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Shanghai Acrobats outdo themselves at MCA
By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer

The wonderful thing about the Shanghai Acrobats and Imperial Warriors of
the Peking Opera is that just when you
think
their performance is
amaing,
they do
something
even more amazing.
The Shanghai Acrobats have toured
more than 20 countries since they were
established in 1951. On Thursday night,
they added Orono, Maine to their list.
The sold-out audience at the Maine Center for the Arts was not disappointed.
From the opening sequence, the audience sat dazzled, while feats of human
strength, agility, and daring, unfolded
before their eyes.
Th... Imperial Warriors ot the Peking
Opera joined the acrobats for this tour
and tantalized the audience with their
colorful re-creations of famous battle
sequences.
In the opening sequence, "Fighting at
the Crossroads," two generals are fighting in a dark inn room. With facial expressionsenhanced by the colorful makeup and costumes, the warriors continue
to strike and miss each other with their
swords, only to discover later on, that
they are old friends.
While the colorful costumes of the
Warriors were pleasing to behold, the
acrobats were the most memorable acts
of the evening.

Review

1•••

Barrel Plunge Contortionist, Yu, WenTong, was a highlight of the evening. For
anyone who ciin't even touch their toes,
this act was especially humbling.
The contortionist put a narrow hoop
around her butt and slowly slithered
through it. She did the same with a barrel,
each time squeezing her shoulder blades
inside the small opening. She also stood
on her hands with the hoop enclosed
around her.
"Pagoda of Bowls" featured a woman
who balanced bowls on her head while a
man lifted her into the air with one arm.
Later,the man balanced three benches on
his head, with two benches resting on the
legs of the bottom bench. The woman
climbed onto the top bench and continued to balance, still holding the bowls
atop her head.
In the second act,the acrobats presented
a vaulting bar act, in which a young
woman balances on a pole held by two
men. This is similar to a balance beam or
a tight-rope walking act, but the men toss
the bar with great strength and the woman
does flips and twists, landing with grace
on the bar. She did five back-flips in a
row and a double-flip,as the men pressed
the bar upwards to toss her, and held it
down to catch her.
The audience gasped with every toss.
This aerial act was a highlight in an
evening of diverse performances.
But not to be outdone, the next act
featured bench-balancing in which Pan,
Lian-Qing,places bench upon bench onto
his head. He creates a tower of 19 benches weighing more than 400 lbs. Several

spotters stood by in case he dropped the
tower, but they didn't seem to be needed
as he balanced the benches with ease. I
got a headache just watching.
The acrobats were funny as well, with
Pan, Lian-Hua and Xing, Wei-Lian,
participating in "Kitche,n Calisthenics."
The duo mixed plate spinning with
comedy and they succeeded in balancing
a total of 21 plates on tables. The charismatic pair danced to rhythmic disco music as they played with the audience and
tned to upstage each other, until the ne,

cessity of trying to keep the plates spinning $xasperated them.
The acrobats have been seen on television and by millions world-wide at theatcrs like the MCA.The blend of daring
and artistry was a treat to watch and the
audience showed its appreciatjon by
giving the troop a much deserved standing
ovation. I hope the MCA brings this
li-oop back.
If you get a chance to see the Shanghai
Acrobats in your lifetime, do it. You
won't be disappointed.

•
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HOMECOMING QUEEN AND KING CANDIDATES

a

1990 Homecoming Queen Finalists
(left to right)
Julie Bush

1990 Homecomi'1
1, ning Finalists
"
(left to ight)
Robert Flirino

-Past-President, Delta Zeta
-President, Order of Omega
-Member, All Maine Women

•
-Senior Skull
-President, Sigma Phi Epsilon
-Public Relations- UMF13

Shari Rapoza

Frank Doherty

--Chair, VOICE
-Governor, New England District Circle K
-Member, All Maine Women

-Student Senate
-Conduct Code Committee

Yvonne Dubois

Shawn. Harris

-Past-President, Chi Omega
-Member, Order of Omega
-Nev' Student Organizations

-President, Phi Kappa Sigma
-Vreasurer, Senior Skulls

Joanne Young

-Chair, Greek Judicial Board

-President, P.i,
ouncil
-Member, Cru
- student Alumni 1.-•••-(iciation
etil

1

- Athletic Advisory Board

Washburn

-Varsity Cheerleader
-Co-President, AICHE
-Member, TAPPI

VOTING will be held Wubiodaya_MIQbaJdah 2nd floor Memorial Union

Mark Carter
-President, TAPP!
-Member, Scabbard & Blade
-Member, Alpha Phi Omega

Nto

John Begin
-University Singer
-Secretary, Senior Skulls.

-Army RUM

1,1
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Noises Off turns crowd noise on
S

By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer
The Maine Masque theater group made
noise this weekend and audiences responded with noise of their own.
"Noises
Off' premiered
over the
weekend and kicked off the group's 85th
season in splendid style. Friday's performance in Hauck Auditorium had the
audience rolling in the aisles. My stomach ached from laughing so hard.
"Noises Off" is a three-act farce. The
play dramatizes a British acting troupe
preparing for the play-within-a-play,
"Nothing On" by Robin Housemonger.
The first act of"Noises Off"takes place
during the dress rehearsal at the Grand
Theater, Weston-super-Marie.
With periodic interruptions by director

I?e vie w

Lloyd Dallas,the cast is not ready to open
the following day. Dallas, played by
Charles Graham,sits silently among the
Hauck auditorium crowd watching the
dress rehearsal until Mrs.Clackett,played
by Dotty Otley, played by Cate Davis,
screws up her blocking and doesn't take
a newspaper offstage when she exits.
Dallas is furious and yells at her from his
comfortable seat in Hauck. This may
have shocked many real-life audience
members as few may have expected participation from out in the auditorium.
This blocking was particularly effective and it gave the audience a sense of
what a director sees during a dreis rehearsal. The second act takes place backstage but in full view of the audience,
while the production of "Nothing On"
takes place upstage. We get a glimpse of
the goings-on of a show after a month in
production. The actors, actresses, and
technical people have grown sick ofeach

other and they do their damndest to trip
each other up.
Particularly humorov is the relationship between Garry Lejeune, played by
Christopher Gu il met,and Otley,played
by Davis. The two have had a falling out
in their love affair and are doing their
level best to sabotage each other's lives.
Lejeune dumips sardines on Otley's
head.She tics lAshoe lace to a bannister,
causing him`tri trip and miss his next
entrance. Davis' pouts were wonderful.
The third act depicts the troupe after
several months performing"Nothingthr
on the road.The play has gone to hellel
with missing props and missed entrances, "Nothing On" becomes,indecipher,
able.
Director Sandra Hardy must be commended for a fine job in staging this
farce. The blocking was particularly effective with several levels of the stage
being utilized to the fullest. There were
•

•

several small bits which perhaps the audience missed,like actress Belinda Blair,
played by Deborah Elz, putting on lipstick while waiting for a cue or drinking
from a small flask. Elz added several
such deoils to her character all night.
Thomas Mills was particularly funny as
he played Philip Brent, played by Frederick Fellows.
As Brent, he spills poison on his underwear in an attempt to dissolve glue
which he has stuck on his fingers.
The poison does not dissolve the glue
g its way to his private
but is slowly
effects and begins
parts. Mills f
hopping arou the stage with his pants
dangling around his ankles.
When hejumped on and over the couch,
the audience roared.
Joseph Ritsch, as Mowbray, also did a
finejob. When Mowbray,a down and out
actor, enters in tht small role of the
burglar, his overly exaggerated hand
movemenis and ballet-like gestures typified lessons which could have been
learned in Overacting 101.
In another scene,he can't zip his fly and
thus he removes his pants before making
his entrance. Realizing that his cue is
coming up,Mowbray enters wearing only
a towel to cover up his boxers.
The show must go on. In the role of
Poppy Norton-Taylor, Elena DeSiervo
conveyed the insecurities of an assistant
stage manager under pressure to cater to
the director's and cast member's demands.
She was particularly funny when she
began crying and whining when she found
out that flowers that she thought were for
her, were really for someone else.
Guilmet's timing was on all night. In
the third act,heespecially excelled. When
he discovers Vicki's dress on the bannister
when it's not supposed to be there, he
casually flicks it offand says"Your dress
is gone!" His facial expressions, particularly the nervous asides he conveyed to
ithe audience, were hilarious.
Also doing a firie job in this production
were Davis and Graham. When Davis
pulled cactus needles from Graham's
derriere and then started rubbing his butt,
as if to soothe the pain, the audience
applauded. CAarles Bouchard, playing
the company and stage manager, stood
by to put the needles back in the phony
plant.
4ouchard, as a technical director
yearning for the chance to be in the
spotlight, had to make an emergency
entrance for an actor who missed his line.
While another actor shouted lines from
offstage, Bouchard mouthed.the words
and used exaggerated hand motions in
finally getting the chance to act.
lilhanna King,playing Brooke Ashton,
playing Vicki, also had her character
down.She played the part with dizziness
and was aLways saying "sorry" in a
wonderful Writish accent.
The cast pliod off each other very
r11. Occasionally, however,lines were
...lost as they didn't wait for laughter to
subside or they didn't project enough.
The set, designed by Wayne Merritt,
was outstanding. The front was a typical
theater set ofthe interior ofa home,while
for the second act, it revolved toshow the
backstage of the set.
If Friday night's performance is any
indication, this cast could go all the way.

•
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CIA chief gives kudos to E. German information
By Ruth Sinai
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. officials
are gaining important espionage information from newly available files of the
disbanded East German secret police,
CIA director William Webster says.
WestGerman officials have shared with
the United States information from voluminous files seized when the communist government of Easi. Germany was
toppled by popular discontent last fall, he
said.
"We have pursued a number of impor-

tant leads," the CIA director said in an
interview with The Associated Press on
Wednesday. "That's not to say we've
identified spies, but we've learned more
about some notorious cases," he said,
declining to elaborate.
East Germany's notorious Stasi secret
police had about 80,000 agents'keeping
tabs on its II Million citizens, Webster
said. The files have yielded a bonanza of
secrets and identified some highly placed
West German officials as East German
spies, he said.
Webster said hiscounterpart in Moscow
' must be wondering" hot, ,••-•nv Soviet

spies have been compromised by the
seizure.
The CIA director also said the United
States and Soviet Union have been sharing
information about terrorist threats, and
the Persian Gulf crisis may open the way
for more intelligence on Iraq with the
United States because it is trying to negotiate the departure of about 5,000 Soviet citizens trapped there, Webster said.
"Anything they say that suggests they
provide intelligence to us may diminish
their chances"of getting the Soviets out,
he said.
Many of the Soviets serve as military
advisers, and the Iraqi arsenal is largely

,s WO.••

Siov let-made.
Soviet support for states like Iraq and
Libya, which sponsor terrorism, appears
to have declined, making some cooperation with the United States possible, he
said.
The United States has passed along
warnings to the Soviet Union about threats
to its officials or diplomatic facilities
abroad, Webster said.
In several cases,"it was pivotal to their
preventing actions," he said. The Soviets, too, have relayed information to the
United States about threats to this country's people, Webster said. He declined
to elaborate.

THE BEST OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
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new & used records,
compact discs & tapes

10:00-5:30 M-S open 1i1 8:00pm Thursday & Friday

20 Main St. Orono, Me 866-7874

.E. MacMillan Co.
945-6955,
945-5260

149 Park Street
Orono, Maine
Furn. or Unfurn.
*Heat*Water*Sewer incl.
Models Open
M-F 12-4
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University of Mime
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41,

Come put your boat in the water
dui ing Hoi necoming. -

Race at 10:30 a.m. Saturday. October 27th
-Rules and entry forms a.v4

bic, at Dean Lucys office
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Student apathy
reigns supreme

11415 13UDGET DEFICIT'.
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T

he student apathy at the University of Maine
is both a disservice and a disgrace to the community, and the world.
Colleges should be the breeding ground for new
and exciting ideas. It should be the host to
political, economic,and social philosophy — the
basic needs young men and women need to have
in order to enter the realm of the working world.
But what we have today is hardly representative
of a college atmosphere. The"So What"attitude
is harming our culture at UMaine, which already
has the tendency to be narrow-minded and secluded from the mainstream thinkers of our day.
UMaine President Dale Lick said recently that
he too had noticed a "quiet campus."
"We need to be celebrating diversity,and diverse
thinking," he said.
The many facets of life that surround us at the
university are a far cry from the experiences we
can have in other countries; it has few of the
attributes of a working political forum; and few
economic solutions will come from within our
classes. But that is not to say that students should
be neglecting their right to speak out; discuss
issues; and push the outer limits as far as they can.
This is the time to test the waters that are out
there. It is time to argue about the gubernatorial
candidates. It is time to be concerned about the
recession that is pulling Maine down. It is time to
show foresight rather than hindsight because the
world around us is changing.
Germany is one, the Soviet Union is evolving
into many. Czechoslovakia and Poland are moving
toward new ways of thinking, and the waves of
Tiennamen Square still keep the world humming
the tunes of change.
None of this change happened because people
were silent. Changes happen because people saw
the need for change. Instead of fearing it, they
latched on to its horns and rode it until there was
nothing left but a new system.
They celebrated change. They welcomed the
changes they had created and they were - and still
are - proud.
We,the students at the University of Maine,are
miles behind the thinking that is going on all
around the world.
It is time to put down the beer; get out of the
chair; read the newspapers; speak out and make a
change.
It's time to act like college students and not dolts.
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1 fear of the dark
When I was five years old
was afraid of the dark. You
might even say terrified. Call it
a fear of the unknown, of not
knowing whether that faceless
shape standing in the closet was
really my jacket, or some crazy
person waiting to jump,_rne ;I
soon as I closed my eyes.
So I laid in bed with one e)
open. I didn't dare fall aslet
because I knew they'd get Inc
those same monsters who now
live under Calvin's bed. Hobbes
wasn't there as a security blanket for me however, to protect
me from unexpected attacks in
the night. My safety was guaranteed by a little Donald Duck
night light glowing brightly at
the foot of my bed.
Each night I donned my plaid
Brady Bunch-style pajamas and
crawled into bed without fear,
knowing I would be safe as long
as Donald was plugged in. He
was my guardian, my friend,
and together we defeated
countless monsters slithering
around in my darkened room.
As the months passed and I approached the ripe old age of six.
I began to rely on Donald less
and less. Some weeks he was
only plugged in one or two
nights. Eventually he was retired, his mission completed. I
was no longer afraid ofthe dark,
and Donald was placed in a
bathroom drawer where he still
rests comfortably.
Overcoming my phobia was a
wonderful feeling,and sleepless
nightl became a thing of the
past. II felt free, unthreatened,
and I could roam around in the
dark without fear.
Some people may laugh to
think I was afraid of the dark
until I was almost six years old.
After all, I was slightly older
than most children are when
they conquer that fear. But hey,

John Begin
that was 16 years ago, and I
haven't had a problem since.
Unfortunately, many people
are still afraid of the dark, and
are considerably older than six
years old. Some ofthem are 18,
19, or even 22 years old, and
they live on college campuses
across the country. I'm talking
about female college students
of course, and their fear of the
dark is only caused by ,a far
greater problem that lies below
the surface - the problem of
rape.
I remember Wing amazed a
few years ago while walking
home after working the late shift
at the Bear's Den. At two in the
morning. I saw a girl heading
back to her dorm alone after
coming back from a party. I
was probably 100 feet away
from her wIrn she spotted me
and began sprinting,,breaking
the world-record for • the 100
meter dash in the process.
could tell that her actions weir
inspired by pure fear, and I remember thinking how awful it
must have been for her to have
to instantly fear every male on
campus as soon as darkness
fell. That girl opened my eyes
to the fact that, yes. womein

doa get raped and assaulted on
campus,even though incidents
are sometimes not reported.
Female friends.have said to
me on several occasions,"You
don't know what it's like for a
girl to walk around campus at
night. You don't have to have
an escort,iiar run to your dorm
from the library because you're
afraid someone mightjump out
from behind a tree and rape
you."
No, I don't know what it's
like, to dread .the sound of
footsteps behind me or think of
every darkened area on campus
as a possible hiding spot for
would-be rapists. I guess I take
my freedom for granted. I can
walk alone at night without fear
of attack. Others are not so
fortunate. Since 1987, the University of Maine's administration has gradually taken a more
aggressive stance on educating •
the student .population about
rape and its prevention, and
"Rape Awareness Week" has
grown tremendously. The
campus' lighting problem has
also been met head-on,and tens
of thousands of dollars have
been spent to increase the
amount of lighting on caniaus.
Both actions are encouraging,
and have brought about extremely positive results, but
that's not where they should
end. The type of thinking
spawned by "Rape Awareness
Week"- should not be confined
to a few days. It should remain
in the forefront of campus life
throughout the year.
Through constant rape
awareness, we may someday
achieve a university setting
where women need not fear the
dark. •
John Begin is a .senior journalism major from Winslow,
Maine.
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NOW endorses Brennan campaign
AUGUSTA (AP) - Democratic candidate for governor Joseph E. Brennan
proudly brandished the endorsement of
the Maine chapter of the National Organization for Women on Wednesday as the
campaign entered its final three weeks.
The Maine NOW PAC praised the 1st
District congressman and former two.
term governor for his support of the
group's top four Nsues"economicjustice,
reproductive freedom,combatting racism,
and lesbian and gay civil rights."
Maine NOW also announced this week
that its national political action committee had endorsed Democratic state Sen.
Thomas H. Andrews 0-er the Republican
former congressman, David F. Emery, in
Maine's 1st Congressional District race.
The woman's organization said that both
Brennan and Republican incumbent John
R. McKernan support access to abortion,
but that Brennan had the better record
concerning pay equality and welfare
payment levels.

"The rights of Maine's working people
are what really is at issue here," said
NOW state coordinator Cynthia Phinney.
"We have the best chance of decent
representation with Joe Brennan."
McKernan, meanwhile, sought to undercut Brennan's claim by issuing a
statement in behalf of women who have
served in the McKeman administration
Cabinet, criticizing Brennan for "backward thinking" on issues of importance
to women.
McKernan spokesman Willis Lyford •
also complained that Maine NOW had
used"a very narrow focus" in making its
endorsement that did not take into account McKernan's positions on child
care, welfare reform,job training, gender bias in, education and his governmental appointments.
But McKernan found himself harried
on another front when state labor leaders
charged that his campaign had accepted
a $5,000 contribution from "the most

notorious professional strike-breaking
McKernan,who Lyford said had joined '
corporation in America" - the Alabamain the criticism of BE&K's strike activbased BE&K Construction Co,Inc.
ities, turned down a contribution from
The labor leaders called on McKernan
the firm that was offered in advance of
to apologize to Maine workers and to
the governor's golfing fund raiser with
return $5,000 contributed to his camPresident Bush in August,the campaign
paign by a political action committee of
.pokesmaii said.
the Associated Builders and•Contractors
Campaigning in Banger on WednesInc., which had received $5,000 from the • day, Brennan outlined a four-point proAlabama firm, to BE&K.
gram to take advantage of the U.S.McKernan spokesman Willis Lyford
Canada Free Trade Agreement. The
said the governor had "nothing to apoloDemocratic candidate's proposals ingize for" because ne had not knowingly
cluded highway improvements, French
accepted money from the controversial
language education, expanded "sister
firm, whose role in the lengthy Internacity" programs and new trade offices in
tional Paper Co. strike inlay drew wideMontreal and Halifax.
spread criticism from Maine political
In other pre-election developments,2nd
leaders.
Disarict Republican incumbent Olympia
Lyford added, however, tha.t McKerJ. Snowe cited the press of business in
nan would regard it as—a real problem" if
Washington and the limited campaign
BE&K money had been funneled, as the
time available in saying she would not
labor leaders asserted, through a Maine
-participate in another televised debate
political action committee to his cam,with her Democratic challenger, state
paign.
Rep. Patrick K. McGowan.

Navy station clean-up agreement seen as insurance policy
BRUNSWICK, Maine (AP) - What's
being described as the first agreement of
its kind involving a military Superfund
site in New England sets a timetable for
cleanup operations at Brunswick Naval
Air Station..
The agreement also pledges funding
and specifies roles for the state, the Navy
and the federal Environmental Protection
Agency.
The agreement "is a kind of insurance
policy," says Maine's Department of

Environmental Protection chief.
"It assures us that old disposal sites...
will be cleaned up and that Maine interests
will be protected in the process," DEP
Commissioner Dean Marriott said.
"People living here willcenainly benefit
from this kind of cooperation."
Marriott made his comments in a prepared statement marking the 'formal
signing of federal facilities agreement
Friday.
An assistant secretary of the Navy,

Jacqueline Schafer, called the ceremony
aronment today 4pd tomorrow."
proofthat the Brunswick naval station"is
The New England regional EPA. offiboth a leader and a good neighbor,eager
cial Julie Behiga called the agreement"a
to rectify the environmental problems of
model for other states in the region."
a
the past and aggressively working to fulRelaga Called it the first such multifill its responsibility to protect the enviparty agreement with a military fund.

1991 IISN
STUDENTS.
Enter the Air Force imnnediately after grauation-without
*
waiting for the results_of your State
Boards. You can earn great benefits as
an Air Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, ypu may qualify
for a five-month internship at a major
Air Force medical facilicility. To apply,
*you'll need an overall 2.50 GPA. Get
a head start in the Air ,Force. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
1-800-42,3-USAF
e

Your Input is Welcome at the
Town Meeting for
Resident Students
Wednesday, October 24, 1990
6:30-7:30 p.m.
Wells Commons Lounge
West Campus

Meet with the Residential Life
Management Team

The Sale Continues...

F.B.I.
INFORMATI9N
SESSION
SPECIAL AGENT CAREERS

ALL BIKES MARKEL.? DOWN
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Tues., October 23
7PM
HA Room
Memorial Union
OPEN TO ALL
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Bike
• Shop

Save Big!
Tires

•

•

36A Main St,
Orono, ME 04473
cat! 866-3525

.
▪ M-Th 9am-7pm F 9am-Spm
•
Sat 9am-4pm
•

*i:art7ner John Nephew
*Kartowum -$15.99
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Knife
wielding
attacker kills
three Israelis
JERUSALEM (AP) _ A knife-wielding Arab teen-ager shouting "God is
Great!" stalked a quiet Jewish neighborhood Sunday, stabbing three Israelis to
death,police said.They said he was seeking revenge for the Temple Mount killings.
One victim managed to shoot and wound
the attacker, who was then seized by
furious residents, ending the rampage in
the Baka area in southern Jerusalem,
police said.
Police Said they would bar Arabs from
ravelittg.into Jerusalem on Monday and
would patrol sensitive districts of the city
to head oft clashes, spokesman Aharon
Elchayani said.
The early-morning incident inflamed
ter4ons in the city, running high since
the killings of at least 19 Palestinians
Oct. 8 at Jerusalem's Temple Mount,
when Israeli police fired at a stonethrowing mob.
Two 'Patestinian factions claimed responsibility for Sunday's attack, but police said they believed the assailant attacked alone. The suspect was identified
as Omar Abu Sirhan, a 19-year-old laborer from the village of Ubbadiyeh in
the bccupied West Bank.
Avi Cohen, the officer leading the interrogation, said the attacker apparently
chose his victims at random after the idea
oi revenge attacks "took shape in his
mind in the past week." He said Abu
Sirhan had no known criminal background.'
•
The slain Israelis were an 18-year-old
woman soldier, a 43-year-old garden
nursery owner and a 28-year-old member of an elite police anti-terrorism unit,
police said. The off-duty police officer
managed to shoot the assailant as he was
being attacked.
Angry Israeli youths stoned Arabowned cars on a Jerusalem highway.,
Shouts of"Death to the Arabs!"resounded in the streets of Baka.
Defense Minister Moshe Arens voiced
fears that Arab-Jewish communal violence was reducing prospects of a Mideast peace settlement, lie told Israel television's Arabic-language service he
feared "a chasm is opening" that will
make any reconciliation difficUlt.
Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek appealed for calm,saying the attack was"a
tough test of people's patience and tolerance."
Some Israeli politicians demanded
broader powers for troops and police to
tire on attackers. They also said the offduty policeman should have immediately shot the assailant dead. Instead, the
office!'fired his pistol in the air, then shot
the attacker in the legs.
"If somedne attacks with the intent to
kill, he should be killed on the spot,"
Agriculture Minister Raphael Eitan said.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir's senior advisor, Avi Pazner, said the U.N.
Security Council's condemnation of Israel for the Temple Mount clash created
"an atmosphere that incites extremist
actions against innocent Jewish civilians."
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By Jeff' Pinkham
Staff Writer
The University ofConnecticut's highly
touted quarterback Matt DeGennaro
threw for295 yards and three touchdowns
in the Huskies 35-20 win over the University of Maine Saturday.
UConn, 3-4 and 2-2 in the Yankee
Conference, scored 35 points in the first
three quarters, putting the game out of

reach forihe Black Bears. UMaine stands
1-6 overSH and 1-5 in the YC.
"We have got to improve in every area,"
said UMaine head coach Kirk Ferentz.
"We're a young team and a little immature, and we didn't prepare well this
week."
The Huskies piled up 499 yards in total
offense and had 30first downs,compared
(0 245 yards of total offense and 14 first
downs.

starting quarterback Dan DiGravio and
replaced him with Jeff DelRosso, the
starter for the first five games.
"We just weren't moving th? ball,"
Fercntz said. "(DelRosso) has got better
arm strength, but at that point, we were

UConn head coach Tom Jackson was ,
pleased with the play of his defense, but
said the team could have played better.
"For three quarters, we played great
defense. We gave them some opportuntz
ties, but the defensejust shut them down,"
he said."Offensively, we made the plays
when we had to and Matt (DeGennaro)
played a real solid game. The more the
game went, the better his timing we,"
After tailing behind 28-0,Frrentz

reaching."
DiGravio said he was disappointed with
being pulled from the game,but said he is
not upset with the coaates decision.
"I was disappointed, but that. was
something the coaches thought they had
to do," Ditravio said."We were dying
out there."
"We were about as emotional for a
Algame.as we could be last week, but we
didn't carry it over," DelRosso said."We
were a little flat out there. It's a team
116. game, and the team effort wasn't there
today."
The Black Bears gclIon the board in the
• third quarter when Jeff Mottola's punt
was fumbled by Mark Chapman at his
own I5-yard Inv, with the ball being
recovered by UMaine's Ron Springer.
One play later, Carl Smith ran over the
left side fora 15-yard score.
Smith added a nine-yard touchdown
run 1:23 into the fourth quarter to pull the
Black Bears within three touchdowns.
Eight minutes later, UMaine's Jamal
Williamson Picked off a pass thrown by
Cornelius Benton and returned it nine
yards for the touchdown.
On theitilay, Williamson tied the record
for career interceptions at 16, held by
John McGrath. UMaine safety Claude
Pettaway had two interceptions on the
day, giving him seven on the season, and
tying him with Norm Tardiffor the school

downs. However,it wasn't
replaced Dan DiGravio and led Maine to two touch
s,
UMas
st
again
n
actio
in
here
n
show
sso,
JeffDelRo
35-20.(Photo by Scott LeClair)
enough as UMaine fell to UCONN on Saturday

record.
• "The secondary played well, but we're
young up front and we're paying for it,
especially with DeGennaro back there,"
See UCONN on page 10
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Reds defeat A's;
defy odds
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - There are
probably people still waiting for the
Cincinnati reds to blow the World Series,
or expecting the Oakland Athletics to
rally to win it.
One day after one of the most stunning
upsets ever, there's only one question
going around baseball: How did the Reds
do it?
How did this team, which had played
in
below - .500 ball since the first week
ding
June. manage to beat the defen
champions in such easy fashion?
ng as
"It has to do with how you're peaki
nd
you come into the series," Oakla
the
manager Tony La Russa said after
a 2Reds finished atihocking sweep with
had
He
1 victory. "I give credit to Lou.
his club peaking at the right time.

Nevertheless, it was Oakland that came
into the World Series with a 10-game
winning streak in the postseason after a
sweep of Boston. It was Cincinnati that
had to struggle in the playoffs, beating
Pittsburgh in six games.
ttut from the instant Eric Davis hit a
two-run homer off Dave Stewart in the
opener: the Reds seized control. They
became the first team to sweep a club that
has swept through the playoffs.
"We were the aggressive ballclub for
four games," Cincinnati manager Lou
Piniella said.
Hitting, pitching, fielding - the Reds
Were better by a lot. And,in somewhat of
a surprise,Piniella, managing for the first
time in the World Series, was far better
than the more experienced La Russa, on
and off the field.
In the battle of the bullpens, it was
Piniella who made the moves to get the
Nasty Boys into the game while La russa
hesitated.
Going into the series, the A's were 91
2 when they took leads into the eighth
inning. Twice they were ahead going
into the eighth against Cincinnati, but

Oakland blew it both times and Dennis
Eckersley Nis not in the game either time
when it slipped away.
"How can you go wrong when you have
a Randy Myers and a Rob Dibble out
there?" Piniella said. "they've done the
job for us all year. They are one of the
major reasons we are here." 1
In the clincher, Jose Rijo was pitching
a two-hitter and had retired 206traight
batters when left-handed hitting Harold
Baines came to the plate in the ninth with
one out and nobody on base.
"Baines is agreat hitter. We only had'
14complete games all year. WithRandy
'and Dibble out there, you're almost in a
situation where you're 'forced to bring
those guys in,"said Pinieila, who brought
in the left-handed Myers. Jose Canseco,
who did not start because of a injured
finger, batted forBaines.
"I knew(La Russa) was going to hit for
Baines w ith Cansseo, but it was only a
situation where the game could be tied.as
opposed to having a situation later on
where someone was on and (Canseco)
could win the game," Piniella said.
"Myers came in and did the job and, we

had Dibble ready behind him."
Eckersley, the most domant reliever
in the majors this season, never got into
the game. Instead,he was warming up all
through thceighth as the Reds loaded the
bases with no outs on a single,a bunt hit
and a bad sthrow on a bunt Stewart, his
first error a the season.
So'Eckersley, La Russa and the A's
watched as the Reds tied the game on
Glenn Braggs' force out and then went
ahead carial Morris' sacrifice fly.
Overalf, Reds relievers pitched 13
_shutout innings in the series, giving up
just seven hits with three walks and 12
strikeouts.
So instead of winning consecutive
championships, the Athletics lost the
World Series for the second time in three
years. They may be a great team, but so
was Baltimore from 1969-71, and all
anybody remembers is that the Orioles
also went 1-for-3 in the series for those
three seasons.
The Reds may not match up with
Oaklarid position-by-position, but they
did what the neither A's nor any other
team could do - they won when it counted.
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AP Top 25 Football Teams
How they fared
I. Virginia 7-0 beat Wake Forest 49-14.
2. Miami 4-2 lost to Notre Dame 29-20.
3. Tennessee 4-1-2 lost to Alabama 9-6.
4. Nebraska 7-0 beat Oklahoma St. 31-3.
5. Auburn 4-0-1 beat Florida St.
6. Notre Dame 5-1 beat Miami 29-10.
7. Florida St. 4-1 lost to Aubom
8. Illinois 5-1 beat Michigan St. 15-13.
9. Houston 6-0 beat SMU 44-17.
10. Michigan 3-3 lost to Iowa 24-33.
11. Ga.Tech 5-0-1 tied No.Carolina 13-13.
12. BYU 5-1-0 did not play.
13. Washington 6-1 heat Stanford 52-16.

14. Colorado 6-1-1 beat Kansas 41-10.
15. USC 5-1 played Arizona (p.m.)
16. Oklahoma 5-2 lost Iowa St. 33-31.
17. Florida 6-1 beat Akron 59-0.
18. Mississippi 6-1 beat Ark.St. 42-13.
19. Texas 4-1 beat Arkansas 49-17.
20. Indiana 4-1-1 lost to Minn. 12-0.
21.Wyoming 8-0 beat Weber St. 21-12.
22. Clemson 6-2 beat N.C.State 24-17.
23. Iowa 5-1-0 beat Michigan 24-23.
24. Mich.St. 2-3-1 lost to 111. 15-13.
25, Texas A&M 4-2-1 tied Baylor 20-

Bills rally for 30-27 win over Jets
The Buffalo Bills rallied - again. The
New York Jets blew it - again.
It's getting to be a cirmon occurrence
in the NFL this season. The Bills have
come back in the fourth quarter for three
straight wins, this time beating the Jets
30-27 Sunday on Jim Kelly's 19-yard
touchdown pass to Jamie hUller with
19 seconds left in the game.‘
It was Kelly's fourth TD pass of the day
and gave the Jets their third loss in the
closing minutes this season. While
Buffalo upped its record to 5-1 to tie
Miami for first place in the AFerEast,
New York fell to 2-5, with three consecutive losses in which it failed to protect a late lead.
In other games Sunday, it was Denver
27, Indianapolis 17; Dallas 17, Tampa
Bay 13; Washington 13, Philidelphia 7;
and Houston 23, New Orleans 10.
Later, it was Atlanta at the Los Angeles
Rams,Kans City at Seattle, Phoenix at
the New rork Giants, Pittsburgh at San
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•IBM has placed more DOS PC's than any other comp
any in the world.
•Windows 3.0tm Graphical Interface (the most eagerl
y awaited software product of 1990)
comes preloaded with every IBM bundle.
•IBM offers worldwide technical support through our
Authorized Dealers so that during the
summer months and after you graduate you can be assur
ed of continued support.

IIIShouldn't you be preparing for the REAL WORL
D!!!

.....Your "REAL tiOFEILD" Choice....
$43.22*

IBM P5/2 30-286
B0286 processor
1MB memory
SOMB fixed disk drive-( I.44mg)
3.5 inch diskette drive
B512 VGA Color Display
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0

$56A4*,

IBM P5/2 30-286
80286 processor
1MB memory
30MB fixed disk drive
3.5 inch diskette drive-( I .44mg)
8513 VGA Color Display-tilt/swivel
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows
hDC Windows Utilities
ZSoft Soft "Type

IBM P5/2 55SX
80386sx processor *
2MB memory
30MB fixed disk srive
3.5 inch diskette drivet-(1.44rng)
8513 VGA Color display-tilt‘swivel
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows
hDC Windows Utilities
ZSoft Soft Type
•

List price
U. Maine Price

$3,582
$1,699

List price
U. Maine Price

$4,201
$1,853

List Price
U. Maine Price

$5,201
$2,420

All software is piteivailed on your computer Simply
turn on your computer and you are ready to go.
(Nothing is easierl)
'Per month for 60 months, includes all applic
able charges and sales tax. The IBM P3/2 Loan for Learning
3rogram has an 11.50/u interest rate. No
money down. No prepayment penalties. For more inform
ation, or
to place an order, please contact:

ebb-

Jay Henderson or Marc Inman
Microcomputer Resource Center
1 Shibles Hall
(207)581-2569

Computing & Instructional Technology

See BILLS on page 12

UCONN
continued frontpage 9
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• Worldwide, there are 40 million DOS PC's in use compa
red to .3 million Macintosh PC's.

$39.63*

Francisco, and the Los Angeles Raiders
at San Diego.
Four NFC Central teams - Chicago,
Detroit,Green Bay.Minnesota - had byes.
On Monday night, Cincinnati is at
Cleveland.
The week's action began Thursday
night, when Miami beat New England
17-10.
Bills 30, Jets 27
The visiting Jets, who led 14-0, went up
27-24 with 2:46 left on Pat Leahy's 25yard field goal. But playing for the field
goal by getting conservative deep in
Buffalo territory cost New York, which
„ has lost seven straight t the Bills.
Kelly (19-for-32, 297 yards) found
Mueller for the score to complete a 71yard, II-play drive. In their last two
games, also at home, the Bills rallied to
beat the Broncos and Raiders.
Earlier, Kelly threw two touchdown

Ferentz said.
On the ensuing kickoff, Paul Capriotti
recovered the Black Bears' onside kick
at the UConn 41. After an incomplete
pass and two completions for losses of 11
yards,UMaine tried a fake punt on fourth
and 21. Mottola's pass floated high and
incomplete, putting an end to UMaine's
day.
"We thought we might have a better
chance by trying the fake punt,"DelRosso
said."I can't second guess(Ferentz), but
I wish it was me."
Ferentz said he is not sure who will be
his starting quarterback for next week's
Homecoming game against Delaware,
but will decide early this week.
"(The coaching staff) will look at films
and evaluate, but we won't make any
commitment yet," Ferentz said.

Tyson reaches
settlement
LOS ANGELAS (AP) - Mike Tyson
reached an out-of-cow settlement with a
parking attendant who claimed the boxing champion punched him when he refused to let Tyson's white MercedesBenz park in a particular spot.
Michael Devine, 35, said the tenns of
the settlement reached Friday prevent
him from disclosing how much money
he received. But it was less than the
$250,0(0 he was seeking, he said, and
too small to make up for his suffering.
"It was lousy, lousy," Devine said
Saturday. -The settlement was a lousy
amount for all the trauma I've been
through. I'm not fussy when it comes to
money, but that was lousy."
Telephone calls seeking comment from
Tyson's attoreny, Howard Weitzman,
were not immediately answered on
Sunday.
The attendant and part time stand-up
comedian was working a lot on Vine
Street in Hollywood near the Palace
nightclub the night of April 10; 1989.
Tyson's driver pulled up in a white
Mercedes-Benz and parked the car in a
spot reserved for the club owner's wife,
Devine said.
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Commissioner reinforces
locker room'access rules

Intramural Update
The flag football fraternity championship was completed on Sunday, Oct. 14,
as Sigma Chi claimed this year's championship.
Sigma Chi defeated Phi Gamma Delta,
34-12, scoring on their first three offensive possessions. Their closest game
during the entire tournament was a
quarter-final round won over Delta Tau
Delta 18-12.
Sigma Ctii will attempt to claim the
campus championship title by defeating
the winner of this week's non-fraternity
final. The champions would qualify to
participate in the National Collegiate Flag
Football Championships in New Orleans
during the semester break in December.
The two finalists in the non-fraternity
championship are the Beanwaxers and
Human Tripods,both independent teams.
In the co-ed softball double-elmir.iation tournament, the division A winners
were Field of Dreams, who defeated
Gary's Olde Towne Tavern 15-8. The
Corbett Mo Fo's bested Hobbe's Heroes
5-2 to claim the "B" title.
The second year of women's intramural field hockey came to a successful
completion with Androscoggin defeating
Hancock 2-1 for the championship. Androscoggin's Manila Hunan and Caroline
Woodard each scored in the victory,while
Jess Johnston scored the lone Hancock
goal.
Water Polo results are as follows:
SPE 20 vs. ATO 3; PKS 12 vs. KS 6;
SPE 19 vs. PKS 4; SC II vs. DID 7;
PGD 13 vs. APO 5; PGD won by forfeit
over TC;Floating Sheep 19 vs.Penthouse
4; Nasty Cough 14 vs. One South Somerset 11; and Penthouse 13 vs. Nasty
Cough 4.
The men's Rugby team, 2-1, have recorded victories over Colby College 144,Bates College 42-3,but lost to Bowdoin
College 22-9.
The women's Rugby team,0-2, lost to
Bates College and Wellesley College.
In women's soccer, Stodder (PMC'S)
defeated Gannett Penthouse 3-1 for the
championship:Stodder'sJackie MacLean
scored twice to lead her team in the

"One state,legislature does not a cnsis
CHICAGO(AP)- NFL Commissioner
make." he said.
Paul Tagliabue said the league is goingv
While the locker room controversey is
be vigilant in enforcing a rule mandating
an important subject, Tagliabue said,
locker room access to women reporters
are other things in life than media
"There
after games.
rooms."
locker
and
Tagliabue this season has fined Cinalso said that in order to stop
Tagliabue
cinnati Bengals coach Sam Wyche for
room scalping before the
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and
'ticket
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only two travel
allow
to
reed
have
in
complaint she was sexually harassed
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paper
the
all
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travel
Disney
and
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He
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of
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be
would
groups
to
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policy that has
air
handling all the details, including
them," he told a news conference aftei
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NFL
by
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False and misleading advertising; by
.t
Chicago.
some hotel operators forced tflPleague to
"As far as the Patriots' situatiorris
concerened, we're waiting to hear from e insist on more stringent controls, he said.
the independentcounsel,"Tagliabue said.
The commissioner said he was not
concerned about a New Jersey lawmakPromotional asessaarice from WA/M-TV
er's proposal to ban all media from locker
Corsdnental Express is fhe Masi Arany ol
•
rooms for 30 minutes in all sports.
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combe face Beth Kelton and Brenda
Feilding for thc championship.
In men's dormitory singles competition, Franqueis 011ivary (Estabrooke
Hall) beat Chris Qualey (Cumberland
Hall) 2-0. In doubles, Chris Qualey and
Adam Hickes (Cumberland Hall) beat
Eric Turner and John Westman (York
Village) 2-0.
In the independent singles tournament,
Todd Smith will play Kyle Rand for At
championship.For the doubles title,Scott
Bell and Scott Smith face Jim Martin and
John Hecsler.
In men'sfraternity singles,Doug Sherrin
(SN), Troy Rothwell (SN), Scott Smith
(SN),and Mark Pipes(SPE)are the four
semi-finalists still vying for their respected championship. In the doubles,
Doug Sherrin and Troy Rothwell (SN)
w ill play James Wertz and Chris Collinson
SN)for the titie.
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CIIIF"S VIDEO & VARIETY
•
99 PARK ST. ORONO 866-7441

cc

Cold Beverages
Large*. Selection
Chips, Munchies, & More
of Videos in Town!!
Now In: 20 TEENAGE MUTANT (\JINJA TURTLES, The Movie
50 PRETTY WOMAN
Coming Oct 25: HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER
Come into the store and check them out.
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FELD BALLETS NY
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JOIN THE

Wednesday, October 24 at 7 p.m
Feld promises and always delivers
classical ballet with inventive
contemporary twists.
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PARADE

Sponsored by &Moe Savings Bonk
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PRIZES

Swooned by a grant from Dena on Tour
(yoghurt of the the National Endowment for roe
Ms oath fundIng Own Ifee Slew England
Foundation for Ow MI Des theMone Arts
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For the men's independent soccer
league, the tournament is winding down
with 4 teams still competing. United
Nations A, Operation Desert Shell, No
Names and Versatile Village Varments
all remain in contention.
In intramural tennis action, Barbara
Leonard (indep.) beat Beth Kelton
(Gannett Hall) for the singles title. In
doubles, Barbara Leonard and Lisa La-

BALLET!
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Bucko's.
In men's fraternity soccer league, TEP
beat DTD 3-I with a strong defense attack.
Mike Kramley with 2 goals to lead TEP
in the win. TEP will play the dormitory
champs, the Bucko's. Sunday at 1:00

MAINE CENTER FOR hIE ARP-,
1990-91 Performance Season

Ie

victory.
In the men's dormitory soccer league
championship,Bucko's of Hancock 1-1d11
beat P.F. Packers of Penobscot Hall 6-2.
Paul Marquis had 3 goals and Charles
Albert chipped in with 2 to lead the

tt
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HOMECOMING '90
SATURDAY,OCTOBER 27,1990
-PARADE FOR PEACE"PEACE: THE HOPE OF THE WORLD"
PRIZES AWARDED FOR BEST REPRESENTATION
OF THEME
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JEFF HARRIS-COORDINATOR
CALL 581-4920, 1092 OR 2062 FOR DETAILS!
ENTRY DEADLINE
WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 24,6:00 PM
S[iGN
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11440.46,9

'le The great music and memories u•
Woody Guthrie on a coast-to-coast
tour by one Ot America's finest
repertory .ximpanies.
'./p ••••••••••••••
"All Soots Reserved. Charge by phone 9-4
Avokrieys T.cket tirire window open 9-4
wei.i.1.-4, and 1 K'2'ours before every
Senior Citizen A Student
hiscounts vise IliestarCaril

FOR'TICKETS & INFORMATION

207 ' 5811755
-,
re, 44.
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Missouri Repertory Theatre
.1 Saturday, October 27 at 8 p.m ,
Homecoming Weekend
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UP °DAM

WOODY GUTHRIE'S
AMERICAN SONG

I

HUTCHINS CONCERT HALL
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE, ORONO
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-Computer
Trumpet
Apple lie computer 2
Oldes trumpet.
drives, printer, some
Excellent condition.
software. $750 or BO
$250 or best offer
Video Camera
Call 866-2053
Eveni
Great quality S550 or
...
1113/0
R'7 7160
Skiis
Brand new Hart Skiis •
I 185s(no bindings).
I $225 or B/O
Katie
866-7813

Puppies
AKC English Spiinger
Spaniel Pups. Liver/
white. Champion
*lines. Excellent bird
dogs and pets. Tel #
469-7490

Ford Escort Wagon
kor sale
lord Escort Wagon
Good Condition
$2000 866-0252 Ask
for Tammy 305
C0fbet t

1982 LYNX,LOTS
OF NEW PARTS
$75(I OR BEST
OFFER 581-1217
OR 989-2938,
DIANE

Orono Thrift Shop
TURN RIGHT ONTO
PINE 2ND RIGHT TO
BIRCH WEDS. 11-4

V41s-Orono
Orono Washburn
Place Apts. $660 mo.
2 Br Townhouse w/
basement. Noyets
I year lease
945-6955
or 945-5260

Restored, o cylinder
automatic. Contact
Rob in 113 Knox
Hall $5000 or B/0.
454 Ford Window
Van
V6 Removable seats
for 8. $3,800. Call
942-9619

1..T.—
Faking time out

Cannondale Bike
for sale
Aluminum 3(X)-S
series. $400 or B.O.
Call 581-4526
Ask for Dave in rm 325

LINES

from watching TV
just to say 'HI!"
'--THE LIMB() KING

•

Congratulations
CHE 1000:
*Myron of the Week*
is awarded to
Timothy M: Chesley.
Congrats

ISSUES
DOLLARS

Bills

•

continued from page 10

passess to Andre Red and a 60-yarder to
James Lofton.
Ken O'Brien had TO throws to Mark
Boyer and Al Toon, while Freeman
McNeil scored on a 5-yard run.
Broncos 27, Colts 17
At Indianapolis, the return of Eric
Dickerson was overshadowed by the
revival of John El4way. who passed for
307 yards and two touchdowns. Denver
(3-4)snapped its longest losing streak in
seven years at three games. ,
David Treadwellfs 42-yard field goal
with 3:45 to go broke a tie,and Denver
added a clinching touqhdown bn a 4yard run by Steve Sewell two minutes
later.
Indianapolis(2-4)got 55 yards on nine
carries by Dickerson, playing his first
game of the season after missing Fix
games while suspehded during acipntract
dispia. He also passed O.J. Simpson to
takeliter sixth place on the NFL's alltime rushing list.
Both Colts touchdowns came on passess by Jack Trucleai, who threw for 342
yards.
Cowboys 17, Bucs 13
Dallas remained unbeaten againp the
Buccaneers(4-3) in its first trip miter to
Tampa Bay. The Cowboys (3-4) have
won all eight meetings with Tampa Bay.
including twoin the last three weeks.
Troy Aikman
. 's • 28-yard touchdown.
pass to MichatiIrvin with 23 seconds
remaining capped an 80-yard drive to
win it. That catch cam 1:33 after Steve
Christie's 32-yard field goal put the Bucs
ahead 13-10.

Issiac Holt returned one of his two interceptions of Vinny Testaverde 64 yards
for a touchdown for Dallas. Testaverde
completed 21 of 32 passes for 271 yards
and one touchdown before leaving in the
fourth quarter with a sore toe.
Redskins 13, Eagles 7
In a sloppy game at Washington, Stan
Humphries' passes of 33-yards to Gary
Clafk and 44 to Art Monk set up the
winning touchdowre .a I-yard dive by
Gerald Riggs.
Washington's Chip Lohmiller missed
four field goals before connecting from
33 and 39 yards. Philadelphia's Roger
Ruzek, who was playing with 'bruised
ribs, missed two kicks.
The Eagles (2-4), who have not been
shut out in 80 games, barely averted one
this time. They scored on Randall Cunriingham's 9-yard pass to Fred Bamett
with 43 seconds left.
Washington (4-2:) sacked Cunningham
five times and forced him to fumble once.
Oilers 23,Saints 10
At Houston,Lorenzo White scored twice
as the Oilers spoiled the debut of Steve
Walsh as starting quarterback for New
Orleans (2-4). The Oilers(4-3) snapped
the Saints' NFL record-tying streak of 13
consecutive victories against AFC teams,
dating to 1986.
White had a 6-yard reception trom
Warren Moon for a touchdown and added
a I-yard run. He also had fumbled at the
Saints' 1 in the first period.
Tony Zendejas added field goals of 43,
45 and 33 yards for Houston.
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B&W Photography, Poster Frames,Amsel Adams, Sports, Dail, MC Escher, Humor ,..,
76"
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Spring Break Trips to
students organizations promoting our
spring break packages. Good pay &
fun Call CMI.
1-800-423-5264

EXCELLENT
WORKSTUDY
EMPLOYMENT
Position to fill.
Director of Maintenance, work
study only. Apply
in person, Hilltop
Heatth Club,
Oxford'Hall

ULTIMATE •• MMMMMMMM • II
MONEYMAKING •
Best
OPPORTUNITY •

:
▪ fundraiser on

1- A
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM,
$1000 in just one weel
Earn up to $1000 t,
your campus orgam
zation. Plus a chance
at S5000 more! This
program works! No
investment needed.
Call
I-8.00-932-0528
Ext. SO

Campus rep wanted
-to run Ski and Spring
Break trips for free
travel or comission.
Call Sno-search
(413) 533-1600.

_

8

Monday-Tuesday October 22-23
FFAlloom- Memorial Union
10:00-5:00

and Sale

DON'T MISS IT!
-Great Prices
-Great Selection
-Two days only!!!

Music Images, Floral Graphics,

•

Would you work
campus!
hard for 1-2 years
•
for a chance at
•looking tor a fraterfinancial indepen- •
„nity, sorority or studence? Sell top
skin care products •dent organization that
and recruit others •woul(1 like to make
••
S500 - $1000 bra one
to do the same.
.
week on Campus marmore info
Isketing project. Must
call 827-6838
a be organized and hard
`
-‘111111111111411111111111111111111111111 •
.working. Call Jennifer
•or Kevin at
•
800-592-?''

POSTERS

Huge
Sale!

'octet Hangers, Art Relkoductions, Show Business Persoanlities, Rock Concert Posters
•

•

